
# TB260, TWO OFF-GRID SUSTAINABLE
COMMUNITIES IN PANAMA 

  For Sale.   Call for price  

Potrerillos, CHIRIQUí
Origen Real Estate is offering true Off-Grid fully sustainable communities where you can live free, safe, and
healthy. In two quiet clean-air beautiful Regions of Panama. Close to beaches, medical care, and shops, but
not too close for those seeking true Off-Grid. Worried about your farming and agricultural skills? You can
receive advice from the experts and other preppers.
  Homes are complete with power, water, and sewage. A large underground community bunker to protect
against potential attacks is also going to be part of the project. With all homes first select your choice of one
of 24 lots available. Then choose from one-, two-, or three-bedroom models. Concerned about your off-grid
or farming skills? The project professionals offer hands on training for: Creating your own chicken coup
Planting and gardening Raising and caring for livestock How to conserve energy How to adapt to a different
culture and lifestyle How to stay in touch with your loved ones back home Overall emergency situational and
survival skills You are not alone and will be with a group of like-minded, caring individuals! *Why People
Are Ready to Go Off the Grid* Global Chaos We have wars, pandemics, food shortages, out of control gas
prices, crime on the rise, and more. Fears of Cyber Attacks One fully executed cyber attack and we risk loss
of power and all communication with loved ones. Cost of Living Out of Control Hyperinflation is already
happening in some countries and predicted to happen globally. Most families can barely survive and it’s
rapidly getting worse. Desire for Safety, Independence, and Life Citizens of China have been told to stock u,p
on food, people are going to suffer. You can secure your future in safety, food, independent power, and
survival. Pick your lot in this exciting and creative project and then pick the home model you want. To “keep
it simple” and move the project to completion quickly, we only offer the 3 models listed. Go to Panama and
start living, thriving, and securing your future regardless of global issues.

Name Terry Bradford-Gugel, Owner
Phone (949) 630-9427 (US/Canada)
Mobile +507-6049-7736 (WhatsApp)
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